Being on Board with Diversity, Equity, and Belonging

Insight from the Past Seven Decades
Dear friend,

From my physics classes, I learned that a reflection is defined as the return of light waves from a surface. I also know that a reflection is the image one would see when looking into a mirror. However, the definition I most like is an act or behavior that reveals an individual’s true nature—or, we could say, a reflection of who someone is or what he or she represents.

For seven decades, the BYU College of Nursing has produced compassionate and dedicated nurses, nurse practitioners, and nurse leaders who have strengthened the communities where they live. The college has taught that by serving others we are the hands of the Savior in blessing the children of God.

Past Church president David O. McKay taught, “What you sincerely in your heart think of Christ will determine what you are, will largely determine what your acts will be.”1

Graduates of our program must reflect the Light of Christ, the values of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and the aims of Brigham Young University.

I want to let you know that the college has recently started an introduction to nursing course developed from Tanner’s Clinical Judgment Model (2006) and Lasater’s Clinical Judgment Rubric (2005). Because of this framework, the course focuses on noticing, interpreting, responding, and reflecting. Part of the final exam is for students to create an artistic expression of how they learn the Healer’s art (e.g., poem, song, drawing, etc.).

One example of this artistic expression is from Maya Stephenson of Meridian, Idaho, who created a reflective essay and drawing. She wrote, “The greatest example of compassion is Jesus Christ, the Master Healer. My drawing shows a young nurse about to walk into a patient’s room and the Savior’s hand reaching out to comfort and strengthen her. I’m so thankful for the Savior’s ability to soften my heart and fill it with compassion. In my opinion and experience, two of the greatest gifts of a nurse are to provide comfort and relief to their sisters and brothers in need. It is through the Savior that I receive strength and compassion for my patients, helping me to be the best nurse possible and represent BYU College of Nursing.”

The college’s legacy is its caring faculty, determined students, and stalwart alumni who understand the program’s mission to learn the Healer’s art and then go forth to serve.

This year is our college’s 70th anniversary. We have various ways for you to participate in the commemoration of this milestone. Please see pages 38, 43, and the back cover for details. One way to celebrate your time at the college and its impact on your life is to complete a service project of your choice. Whether big or small, by yourself or with a gathering of neighbors, plan to give service this summer and then share your experiences with us. We will publish some stories of service during our anniversary events and homecoming week.

This magazine edition features powerful stories that celebrate the college’s 70th anniversary by highlighting one alum from each graduating year from 1956 to 1986. (Spotlights of alumni who graduated between 1987 and 2022 will appear in the fall 2022 magazine.) This edition also highlights how diversity, equity, and belonging are being incorporated into our nursing program and college environment. In addition, there are more inspiring learning stories from students working with faculty members and from the DAISY recognition award recipients.

The publication also spotlights faculty member Dr. Denise Cummins and features Dr. Julie Valentine’s and Dr. Daphne Thomas’s scholarly works.

Jane H. Lassetter, PhD, RN, FAAN
Dean and Professor, BYU College of Nursing

1. David O. McKay, Conference Report, April 1951, 93.
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An estimation found that, in 2018, the world cruise industry was worth approximately $150 billion1 and that 28.5 million tourists2 enjoyed this means of entertainment. I am among those who love a cruise.

For some, the thought of several thousand people confined to a floating vessel in the ocean brings anxiety. But for me, it is the ultimate way to relax, have fun, and watch individuals interact with each other in a variety of settings—sometimes foolishly after consuming alcohol, competitively while playing bingo, cooperatively during the fire drill, and mostly blissfully unaware of each other as they are eating, reading, or doing their own thing.

At first, while on a cruise, I observe the diversity of people, from the spectrum of languages spoken to the types of food eaten at the buffet tables. But upon further inspection, I find there are many more similarities between the passengers than differences. All passengers are there for sun, relaxation, and adventure; they paid for a temporary escape from their routine world; and many are traveling with family or loved ones to celebrate birthdays, anniversaries, or graduations.

The cruise ship produces the perfect showcase for diversity. What is diversity? According to the Public Relations Society of America,

Diversity can be defined as the sum of the ways that people are both alike and different. The dimensions of diversity include, but are not limited to, race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, language, culture, religion, mental and physical ability, class, or immigration status.

The way that people react to diversity is driven by values, attitudes, beliefs, and the like. Full acceptance of diversity is a major principle of social justice.3

To explore this diversity on a cruise ship, we could write about the crew and their favorable or adverse working conditions, the types of passenger classes (you can always pay for an upgrade), or ways the guests receive unique accommodations during their stay (special menus for food allergies, printed materials in various languages, activities for different ages and interests, etc.).

While not everyone on the ship is the same, the cruise line certainly tries to support each guest and employee in unique ways and works hard to accomplish the underlying goal of the passengers having fun.

The concept of diversity in nursing in a higher-education setting is no different. However, instead of “having fun,” we strive for quality healthcare learning in a safe and compassionate environment. We aim to promote health equity through our nursing best practices.

According to the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, “Health equity means increasing opportunities for everyone to live the healthiest life possible, no matter who we are, where we live, or how much money we make.”4

Health equity should be a primary concern for nurses and nurse practitioners when interacting with patients and their family members. Nurses and nurse practitioners should also be concerned about and aware of things that influence health equity, including social determinants, cultural understanding, and health disparities.

A Forbes August 2019 article suggests that a sense of belonging can be nurtured by creating a stronger sense of community: “Regular interactions and collaboration can foster this sense of community. We stereotype people less and are less fearful of differences when we are more familiar with them or spend more time with them.

In March 2021, BYU College of Nursing faculty and staff added a ninth value to its core belief statements: diversity, equity, and belonging.”5

BY JEFF L. PEERY
This action reminds those associated with the college that these attributes impact how we approach our work, connect with others, and navigate relationships.

All are proactive behaviors that take effort and awareness on our part.

In recent years, the First Presidency of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and other senior Church leaders have taught about diversity, race, equity, belonging, unity, love, and civility.1

In addition, in February 2021, the BYU Committee on Race, Equity, and Belonging released its report and recommendations.4

As part of the committee’s recommendation eight, the College of Nursing has adopted the following Diversity, Equity, and Belonging Vision Statement for use in its operations and communications:

In the spirit of the Healer’s art, the BYU College of Nursing nurtures a Zion community that values diversity, operationalizes equity, and declares that all Heavenly Father’s children belong.

To achieve this vision, the College of Nursing:

1. Promotes inclusion, unity, collaboration, innovation, compassion, and charity toward all.

2. Respects diversity in all dimensions, including race, ethnicity, gender, and access.

3. Provides equitable opportunities leading to excellence among faculty, staff, and students, thus empowering all of Heavenly Father’s children to thrive, achieve the aims of a BYU education, and go forth to serve.

4. Acknowledges the influence of social determinants of education and that members of diverse groups may need additional support to achieve their full potential, and

5. Commits to an academic environment where students become today’s informed citizens and tomorrow’s influential leaders.9

What does this statement mean to students, college employees, and nursing alumni? Let’s consider each area for meaning and clarification.

The College of Nursing promotes inclusion, unity, collaboration, innovation, compassion, and charity toward all.

One definition of the term promotes is to encourage people to do or support something, and, in this case, to further the efforts to bring about these characteristics. As nurses, our inherent desire to serve others should reflect the life and example of the Master Healer; all Christlike attributes form the basics of learning the Healer’s art.

Jesus Christ exemplified charity toward all. In the book Gospel Principles, we read:

“The life of the Savior reflects His pure love for all people. He even gave His life for us. Charity is that pure love which our Savior Jesus Christ has. He has commanded us to love one another as He loves us. The scripture tells us that charity comes from a pure heart (see 1 Timothy 1:5). We have pure love when, from the heart, we show genuine concern and compassion for all our brothers and sisters.”10

Nursing student Kara said, “In school, we learn how to address cyanosis in patients, including those of all races. This is so we can offer excellent care to all of God’s children”11

However, not all undergraduate students feel equally prepared. “Recent years may have always been this, but going forward, the college must not only promote diversity but expand the sense of belonging with those from diverse backgrounds,” says recent graduate Keith. “With adjustments to the admissions process made in recent years, I believe the move toward a more diverse and equitable environment where everyone belongs has improved tremendously. I cannot stress enough how much the changes to the admissions process have brightened my outlook for the college.”

The College of Nursing respects diversity in all dimensions, including race, ethnicity, gender, and access.

Going back to the cruise-ship analogy, cruise lines often showcase employee diversity and ethnicity by promoting country origins on name tags, musical numbers at dinner, and translation services.

The college is considering courses of study that may reflect cultural diversity and include students who have met with the BYU Accessibility Center to receive an accommodation letter. Nursing students all complete the same number of credits. Still, some may require extra time on a test, an additional day for an assignment, or the ability to make up a lab based on various circumstances discussed between a professor and their student.

Capstone student Daria Summers supports this notion. “If there is one thing that nursing has reinforced to me, it would be the value of life and the importance of treating people as a child of God,” she said. “No matter their circumstance or beliefs, equality and compassion are the most crucial aspects of patient care.”

The College of Nursing provides equitable opportunities leading to excellence among faculty, staff, and students, thus empowering all of Heavenly Father’s children to thrive, achieve the aims of a BYU education, and go forth to serve.

The life of Jesus reflects His pure love for all people. He even gave His life for us. Charity is that pure love which our Savior Jesus Christ has. He has commanded us to love one another as He loves us. The scripture tells us that charity comes from a pure heart (see 1 Timothy 1:5). We have pure love when, from the heart, we show genuine concern and compassion for all our brothers and sisters.”10

Nursing student Luke shared, “I think this is an important social and gospel principle.”

Individuals at Brigham Young University should have fair and impartial chances to succeed, regardless of their demographics or why they are here. As part of the mission of BYU, “all instruction, programs, and services at BYU, including a wide variety of extracurricular experiences, should make their own contribution toward the balanced development of the total person.”12

We can tailor faculty support to their needs. For example, assistant professor Dr. Corinna Tanner is blind. She has some peripheral vision and is supported during faculty meetings with a large screen monitor for her to view documents being discussed as a group. Not everyone needs accommodation, but the college wants to assist when resources are available.

The college also supports students who have met with the BYU Accessibility Center to receive an accommodation letter. Nursing students all complete the same number of credits. Still, some may require extra time on a test, an additional day for an assignment, or the ability to make up a lab based on various circumstances discussed between a professor and their student.

Capstone student Daria Summers supports this notion. “If there is one thing that nursing has reinforced to me, it would be the value of life and the importance of treating people as a child of God,” she said. “No matter their circumstance or beliefs, equality and compassion are the most crucial aspects of patient care.”
One suggested improvement to the admission process comes from third-semester Alanis Dominguez, a student from Santiago, Chile. “Students from outside the United States have extra prerequisites that must be completed to get in the program.” Such items include having an English language proficiency score, completing a medical terminology course, and taking speaking and writing exams. She believes in removing these extra demands since they do not offer equal opportunities but usually create extra work for international students.

The college advising center is looking into ways to better support international students.

A funding enhancement to the scholarship requirements comes from nursing student Shayla. “I struggle to be okay with grades less than 95 percent due to scholarship requirements. This makes me focus more on points and grades than on the bigger picture.”

The College of Nursing acknowledges the influence of social determinants of education and that members of diverse groups may need additional support to achieve their full potential. To measure the impact of external circumstances on student outcomes, scholars have proposed a framework known as the social determinants of education (SDoEd).11 This document considers many factors in a student’s life that can influence achievement gaps, including economic, access to food, physical environment, social resources, and health. The College of Nursing recognizes the impact that these factors may have on current and future students. Using the perspective of the new value of diversity, equity, and belonging as a guide, the college will continue to develop programs and policies to address the admissions process, curriculum, student and faculty support services, and research opportunities that ensure educational fairness.

Some implemented methods may offer additional support to students in the form of scholarships to financially needy individuals. Faculty members may also provide additional assistance to students that have met with university accessibility center staff to discuss language barriers, physical restrictions, and other disabilities. The BYU Accessibility Center seeks to provide students with disabilities equal access to all opportunities at BYU and create an environment that facilitates learning and assists students in reaching their full potential.

For example, there may be students in the College of Nursing for whom English is not their first language or who are considered first-generation college students. To be equitable, some might need added support to connect to others across the globe.12

The College of Nursing utilizes the four outlined methods. Student reflection is found in coursework assignments, simulation lab debriefings, and clinical evaluations. Experiential learning has been a college initiative since 2016, and several funding opportunities exist for students to work on faculty research and evidence-based projects. Study abroad has occurred with the public and global health nursing course since 2005 (not including 2020 and 2021) and allows students to learn about culture, diversity, and healthcare systems. The recent pandemic has taught us that using video conferencing can bring people together in various ways, and students currently connect with nursing programs in Finland, Spain, and the Czech Republic. As our students become better global citizens through connectedness, they better exemplify qualities of diversity, equity, and belonging. The college is excited to return to in-person study abroad experiences in 2022.

In conclusion, nursing student Barbara summed up these five statements. “The college is achieving all of these aims. Learning more about today’s society is especially great as we prepare to enter the field of nursing.” While these proclamations certainly lay a foundation in the right direction, more will need to occur to achieve the results. For example, nursing alumni will need to look at ways to enhance their work environments to help support diversity, equity, and belonging efforts for their employers or organizations.

Below are student suggestions of ways to further implement these statements in the college or its curriculum:

- Provide more time to talking about skin physical assessment, indicating differences for people of color (including bruises, rashes, and anemia).
- Provide more support for international students, such as helping with prerequisites, addressing their fears of not feeling competent enough, and supporting those who speak English as a second or third language.
- Provide better accommodations for people with physical or mental health struggles.
- Ensure images used in college publications, social channels, and university buildings reflect all students and their abilities.
- Teach about different cultures, religions, and sexualities.

Having an inclusive and diverse environment allows broader perspectives to be integrated when problem-solving, developing new ideas, or meeting the needs of one another.

We are all different yet share similarities. We must learn from and support one another; open your heart to a new perspective, and you may find personal enlightenment.

To find a more in-depth review of the college’s efforts toward diversity, equity, and belonging, read the BYU Accessibility Center FAQ: What can the Accessibility Center do for you? University Accessibility Center, uac.byu.edu/about/mission.aspx.

Notes:
8. “Report and Recommendations of the BYU Committee on Race, Equity, and Belonging,” Brigham Young University, February 2021, rce.byu.edu/report.
12. Undergraduate nursing students responded to a college survey on October 28, 2021, that asked them about diversity, equity, and belonging. Many participants requested that their names be withheld or changed. Source of all student quotes.
16. “BYU Accessibility Center FAQ: What can the Accessibility Center do for me?”, University Accessibility Center, uac.byu.edu/about/mission.aspx.
ON SEPTEMBER 29, 1952, under the leadership of President Ernest L. Wilkinson and Dean Vivian Hansen, the School of Nursing at Brigham Young University opened its doors to nursing students. The following 70 years saw the establishment of a college, attainment of state and national accreditation, the implementation of graduate degree programs, the elimination of an associate’s degree program, and the beginning of a legacy of international service.

Today, the BYU College of Nursing educates more than 400 students annually, and these students are among the highest academically qualified in the country. In addition, the baccalaureate program draws students from across the US and several foreign countries. Students enter the nursing program in their sophomore year and complete coursework in three years.

The baccalaureate program ranks 96th among undergraduate nursing programs in the 2022 edition of U.S. News & World Report’s best bachelor-degree programs. The master’s program prepares graduates for advanced-practice nursing as family nurse practitioners and for leadership in the profession of nursing. The program is 68th in the top 100 US graduate nursing programs distributed by U.S. News in its 2023 listing.

The college’s legacy is its stalwart alumni that understand the program’s mission to learn the Healer’s art and go forth to serve. Therefore, we wanted to explore what alumni have done with their degrees and see how the university and the college have made a difference in their lives. One alum from each graduating year was randomly selected to be featured in this commemorative edition of The Healer’s Art. As expected, the memories and experiences are vast, and we printed only half of the material in this publication; the remaining spotlights will appear in the fall 2022 magazine.

INSIGHT FROM THE PAST SEVEN DECADES
ONE ALUM’S STORY FROM EACH CLASS YEAR

PART 1 1956–1986
Immediately after graduating, Nola worked at LDS Hospital while she waited for her state board results. After two months, she returned to Las Vegas, working in the pediatric and surgical wards. Later, Nola served a mission in Texas and New Mexico, speaking Spanish. She was one of only three sisters who reported to the mission home in Salt Lake City when they were called. Upon returning home, Nola worked as a school nurse for four elementary schools and one high school. She administered ear and eye exams, gave first aid, tended broken bones, and transferred services to a doctor or hospital when necessary.

In 1962, Nola was married, and she brought home her first child the following year. In 1964, a son was born who had severe asthma. Her nursing background was again valuable as she helped him during the first years of his life. By 1969, Nola’s husband was offered a position with the US State Department as a diplomat in Guatemala. The family was there for five years before moving to other assignments. Nola started the first medical unit for the US embassy in Guatemala. Her responsibilities included administering an abundance of immunizations and TB tests and occasionally helping as a nurse in dangerous situations. She was also a great help to members of the community. One woman came to Nola with a baby whose eye was infected. Nola taught the mother how to care for the child’s infection. Months later, Nola learned that the disease had cleared up and the child could see, despite doctors saying he would be blind. She said, “I stood there feeling humbled to my core, and I felt a quiet joy in my heart to have been a part of the baby’s healing.”

The Whipples moved from Guatemala to Bogota, Colombia, in 1975. Later, they were assigned to Nairobi, Kenya, then to Niamey, Niger. In each of those places, Nola contributed significantly to the health of the Americans in the embassy and the local people. She and her family also helped build the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints wherever they went. For example, in Kenya, they were the only members when they first arrived, but by the time they left, 50 people regularly attended sacrament meetings. Nola also found someone to translate the Book of Mormon into one of the native languages and took the manuscript with her to Salt Lake City, where it was published a few years later.

Nola said, “I never considered myself to be one of the smartest or best students, but I am so thankful to have been a nurse to add to my life’s experiences. I’m especially thankful to have been trained at BYU, where you blend learning skills with spirituality. It created the combination I needed to live my life serving others to the best of my ability and with gratitude for all who helped me on my way.”
During the busy times in her life, Barbara always tried to remember what mattered most. She made time for her five children when working and going to school, even when it was difficult. Barbara recalls that the most challenging times were the most rewarding, and she is grateful for the lessons.

1960
KAY COLDESINA
Wayne, PA

After her second year at BYU, Kay Henderson Partridge Coldesina (BS ’60) joined the US Army and was able to get her remaining years of education paid for by the military. Kay said that she and two peers who joined the army were the first recruited nursing students from BYU. Her experiences in service took her to many countries, and she was able to practice nursing wherever she went.

During the Vietnam War, Kay was stationed in Okinawa, Japan, where she married her husband, an aviator in the army. However, when she became pregnant with her first child, Kay was discharged from the military because, at that time, women could not be in the army if they were pregnant. However, she continued to travel worldwide with her husband in his service. While in the Philippines, Kay joined a group of nurses serving the community and helped distribute health kits to different schools in rural mountain settlements. She later returned to the Philippines when she was recruited to the army again (the army thought they were drafting her son). While there, she earned a master’s degree in systems management through a long-distance program sponsored by the University of California. She later returned to Utah to work at Intermountain Healthcare in obstetrics and public health nursing.

After retiring, Kay and her husband served a Latter-day Saint mission in Mongolia. While she did not serve as a nurse during her mission, she had opportunities to serve that mirrored the compassion and concern for others that she always possessed in her nursing career.

Looking back on her life and career, Kay said that both her time at BYU and her time in the military were highly influential on the path her life took. She said that if not for her time at BYU, she would not have met many people who influenced her the most.
said. “Working, for me, the whole rest of
and Carolyn stepped up to the plate. She
sion occurred as a young nurse when the
Her first experience in nurse supervi-
working as a per diem nurse supervisor.
intensity of the courses and the length of
majors but would then drop out due to the
first-year students would begin as nursing
nursing abilities to do immunizations and
her mission in half. Carolyn also used her
missionaries, cutting medical expenses in
Africa throughout her career. As a mis-
was called to be both a mission presi-
dent and a general authority in West
area throughout her career. As a mis-
mission president’s wife, she used her nurs-
ing knowledge to triage injured and sick
missionaries, cutting medical expenses in
her mission in half. Carolyn also used her
nursing abilities to do immunizations and
other medical tasks in the Ghana Mission-
ary Training Center.
“my friends and the nurses at the hos-
pital would say, ‘Well, when are you going
to retire?’ And my answer was always, ‘I’ll
retire when it stops being fun.’” Carolyn
jokes that nursing stopped being fun at
75, so she retired from the nursing profes-
sion. Her long career allowed her to see a
multitude of changes in the industry. She
attributes much of this change to more
technology, reliance on protocols, and reli-
ance on the technical aspects of nursing.
However, she did not let the changes in
nursing change her personal view of nurs-
ing as a compassionate service. “I always
felt I wanted to be a nurse. I knew it was
a calling for me and that the patient was
more than a specimen or something to be
worked on or a problem to be solved.”

1962
WILMA RIDDLE
Salem, UT

► When Wilma W. Riddle (BS ’62) was growing up in a small community in rural Idaho, nursing and teaching were
the primary career options for women. Wilma knew she did not want to be a teacher, leaving nursing as her first
choice. She attended BYU and studied at both LDS Hospital and Utah Valley Hospital. She fondly remembers for-
mer dean Reisah Allen, particularly
her strength when speaking about her
time as a surgeon and prisoner of war in
World War II.

During Wilma’s final year in nursing school, a navy recruiting team came to BYU and convinced her to join the navy. After training in Rhode Island, she was assigned to St. Albans Naval Hospital in New York and spent two years working in the recovery room.

While there, she met a shy man in the
nabed named Richard Riddle (BS ’68). She introduced him to The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and he
converted before they married in 1964.

After deciding that Richard should gain
an education, Wilma brought her hus-
bond to BYU. He studied at the College of
Nursing and graduated with his nursing
degree in 1968 while Wilma worked at
Utah Valley Hospital in the post-anesthe-
sia unit. He then went on active duty as
a navy nurse. This job took them every-
where from Washington, DC, to Guam
before he went back to school at George
Washington University to become a nurse
anesthetist.

Wilma and Richard spent 12 years in
Portsmouth, Virginia, where Wilma
raised their five kids full time and Richard
worked as a nurse anesthetist for the
navy. Toward the end of Richard’s time
in the navy, Wilma received a call from
Mountain View Hospital in Payson, Utah.
They explained that they were looking
for more nurse anesthetists and wondered if Richard would con-
sider moving to Utah and working for
the hospital. Wilma explained that her
husband was on an aircraft carrier in
the middle of the ocean but planned to
retire from the navy shortly. Neverthe-
less, she accepted the job on Richard’s
behalf.

The Riddles moved to Utah shortly
after his naval retirement, and Richard
began working as a nurse anesthetist at
Mountain View Hospital while Wilma
worked as a nurse at the same hospital.
She rotated through different units and
settled on same-day surgery.

Reactivating her license after not
working for several years proved to be
a challenge for Wilma. However, due to her
connections at BYU, Wilma shadowed a
couple of classes and refreshed her knowledge
of nursing before reactivating her license.

What do you do for a hobby?” and I say,
“I work a shift.” And that’s the great thing
about nursing, you can find your niche,
and it becomes what you make of it.”

For Carolyn, nursing extended beyond
her career and motherhood and blended
into her religious service. Her husband
was called to be both a mission presi-
dent and a general authority in West
Africa throughout her career. As a mis-

1963
JOYCE WESTPHAL
Springville, UT

Joyce M. Westphal (BS ’63) was inspired
to go into nursing after working as a candy
striper in her home state of South Dakota.
She spent the first part of the BYU nurs-
ing program at Utah Valley Hospital and
studied under Ruth Partridge, the hos-
pital’s head nurse. Though Ruth was not
a member of the BYU faculty, Joyce was
deeply impressed by her. Joyce recalled,
“Ruth was the epitome of knowledge. She
taught us skills of observation, that we
shut up and listen, and that we would hold
a band if needed.”

Joyce also studied at LDS Hospital, where she worked with the then heart
surgeon President Russell M. Nelson. She
did that she experienced the Lord’s immense power in the medical field
while working with the future prophet.
In addition, she notes that the loving
administration at BYU taught her to treat others in the same way, a les-
on that has stayed with her throughout her
career.

After graduation, Joyce served a mis-
son in Germany. Her Nursing skills were
immediately helpful because her first
companion was incredibly sick when
Joyce arrived. Due to her nursing knowl-
edge, Joyce recognized the sickness as
being related to kidney disease and was
able to help heal her companion. Unfor-
unately, Joyce also became sick and was
treated for tuberculous and rheumatic
fever on her mission.

Following her mission, she worked as
a nurse at a psychiatric hospital and
loved it, as it allowed her to practice all
of the skills she learned at BYU. However,
due to her repeated sickness, her boss
suggested she become a nurse anesthetist
instead. Joyce then studied at St. Luke’s
School of Anesthesia in Aberdeen, South
Dakota, where she worked as a nurse anes-
thesist for 50 years.

Looking back, Joyce realizes that BYU
helped prepare her for her career
in several ways. BYU emphasized phar-
macy, a huge blessing for her since
anesthesia also focuses heavily on phar-
macy. She also learned to be adapt-
able. She stated, “You always have a plan
A, plan B, and then you have a plan C.
And you always keep your eyes open.
And if for some reason you get that nag-
ging feeling that something isn’t quite
right, you listen.” Above all, BYU taught
her to be sensitive to spiritual impres-
sions and revelations, which she cites as
one of her most valuable skills.

1964
Marilyn W. Crawford
Citrus Heights, CA

Marilyn W. Crawford (BS ’64) was
inspired to become a nurse because of
a childhood friend. This friend encouraged
Marilynne to attend a club meeting for future health workers. At the meeting, a nurse spoke about the good and bad aspects of her job. Marilynne was very impressed and decided she wanted to have similar experiences. She and her friend applied to BYU’s nursing program together and were both accepted, becoming roommates for their first year.

After graduating, Marilynne and her husband moved to Northern California, where she worked in a small community hospital. Her position was in labor and delivery, but the hospital averaged seven births a month, so she often helped on the floor as well. After a few years, Marilynne decided to become a pediatric nurse practitioner thanks to the encouragement of a colleague. She earned her master’s degree from UC Davis then worked in various settings as a nurse practitioner to educate her patients while treating them.

Outside of her career, Marilynne and her husband raised three boys together. She said there were times when her nursing experience came in handy while her boys were young and rowdy. She also helped out with their Boy Scout physicals and other needs that she saw within her family. After nearly six decades of marriage, Marilynne is now the primary caretaker of her husband. As difficult as that is, she is grateful for the foundation of faith that BYU encouraged and for the knowledge and skills she learned.

1965

ALMA BIGNALL
Bettendorf, IA

► Alma S. Bignall (BS ’65) began her career at LDS Hospital in Salt Lake City on the orthopedic floor. She later moved to postpartum care before adding on labor and delivery duties, where she spent most of her time as a nurse.

Alma later moved to Alabama, where she started an organization called the Childbirth Without Pain Education Association. The goal was to make the labor experience better for new parents and improve their education as they navigated the new experience of birth. At the time, fathers were not allowed to be in the delivery room, leading Alma to advocate for their inclusion. She also taught childbirth classes, coached women through the labor process, and handled the financial side of the association. A few years later, when she moved to New Jersey, she left the association in other hands and transitioned to being a stay-at-home mom.

In 2013 Alma and her husband began serving as Latter-day Saint senior missionaries in the Alpine German-Speaking Mission, with Alma being the mission nurse specialist. One of the struggles of being the mission nurse specialist was the language barrier between her and the missionaries, some of whom spoke neither German nor English. Still, both parties were able to learn valuable skills in communication. Alma also worked with the mission president to arrange treatments and support for various missionaries.

Though Alma filled many different roles, her nursing career has always been a source of knowledge and empowerment for herself and others. She is grateful for the many experiences she had, all of which were made possible by BYU.
1967

PAMELA MELBY
M Martinsburg, WV

▲ After watching her mother be a great caretaker to her brother, who had Down syndrome, Pamela H. Melby (BS ’67) became interested in nursing. Compassion for others has been a core part of her nursing philosophy ever since. She focused on giving exceptional patient care during her career, regardless of where she was working or whom she was treating.

After graduation, Pamela moved back to her hometown in South Carolina before working at the Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland. She then married her husband and moved back to Provo so he could attend BYU. She worked at the BYU Health Center, LDS Hospital, and Jordan Valley Medical Center. Her time in the hospitals concentrated mainly on the floors, but she also did some OB/GYN work.

Pamela eventually transitioned to working in home health, where she spent most of her career. She loved the work she was doing and the independence she could have with her schedule. Working part-time meant she could spend more time with her children and give them the attention they needed. These reduced work responsibilities also provided a way for her to feel more balanced in Church assignments and other responsibilities because she could take a break from one and go to another. Ultimately, Pamela feels that her nursing career has enriched each aspect of her life.

[Pamela’s sister-in-law is Carolyn Melby, who was the featured alumna from 1966.]

1968

GAIL HOLLOWAY
Mariposa, CA

▲ Gail Holloway (AS ’68) got married immediately after graduating from the nursing program and began having children soon afterward. As such, she started her career working part-time at a nursing home. A few years into her career, however, Gail switched the focus of her work to maternity care, primarily because of medical difficulties and unpleasant experiences Gail encountered during her pregnancies. She became heavily involved in advocating for family-centered maternity care.

Gail continued learning throughout her career. Her childbirth knowledge came from various organizations, one of which was the American Society for Psychosocial Obstetricians. She later took part in UCLA’s program for lactation consulting.

She began her childbirth education efforts by teaching privately out of her home, then at a junior college for 25 years, and later at a program she started at Doctors Medical Center in Modesto, California. She became a certified childbirth educator and an international board-certified lactation consultant.

Gail said the most gratifying part of her work was being able to change policies she disagreed with within hospitals. Her own traumatic maternity experiences prompted her to advocate for change: “I pushed for four hours in a military hospital, and my eyes had swollen shut. If I was going to have any more children, there had to be a better system.” At the time, husbands were not allowed in the delivery room and babies were removed from their mothers immediately after delivery. In response, Gail advocated for a greater emphasis on family-centered maternity care and more support for a mother in labor. As Gail points out, “[Labor is] a very trying, difficult process that most women go through, and you want to make it as pleasant and family-centered and as joyful as it can be.”

Childbirth education was a novel concept when Gail began working in maternity care: “I did it for 30 years. Almost all of my nursing had to do with the education of young families, working with support groups, lactation consulting, and childbirth education. It worked out great for me because I had a big family at home, and I could do part-time in the evenings.”

1969

JANICE WARR
Casper, WY

▲ When Janice R. Warr (BS ’69) was a little girl, her mother made her a blue cape, a nursing hat, a nursing bag, and a white pinafore with a red cross that she wore all the time. From that point on, Janice knew she would become a nurse.

Gail advocated for a greater emphasis on family-centered maternity care and more support for a mother in labor. As Gail points out, “[Labor is] a very trying, difficult process that most women go through, and you want to make it as pleasant and family-centered and as joyful as it can be.”

Childbirth education was a novel concept when Gail began working in maternity care: “I did it for 30 years. Almost all of my nursing had to do with the education of young families, working with support groups, lactation consulting, and childbirth education. It worked out great for me because I had a big family at home, and I could do part-time in the evenings.”

When Janice returned from her mission, she began working at the new NICU at the University of Utah. Working with babies became her passion. After a few years, she decided to split her time between working as a school nurse during the school year and as a NICU nurse during the summers. She enjoyed the variety and is confident that she was a better nurse because of it.

Janice later moved to Cache Valley, obtained a master’s degree from Weber State University, taught an infancy class as an adjunct instructor for Utah State University, and worked as a nurse in its student health department for several years.

After getting married to her husband, Janice moved to Casper, Wyoming, and began working part-time for a pediatrics clinic to keep her nursing license current. She was involved in opening Martin’s Cove to pioneer treks and volunteered at the site’s visitors’ center on Sundays to enable the missionaries serving there to go to church. Then, through a mission call, she became the designated nurse for Martin’s Cove, training trek leaders on first aid and helping care for senior couples if they needed anything.

In the spring of 2019, Janice and her husband were called to be missionaries working at a hospital for six months before leaving for her mission in Germany.
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again, and she served as the mission nurse for the Colorado Fort Collins Mission until spring 2021. Serving during the pandemic was a difficult task, especially when COVID-19 created obstacles and the mission was full of more missionaries due to reassignment. Despite these challenges, she was happy that she could serve and do her part in gathering Israel.

Janice has prioritized going forth to serve throughout the years since graduating from BYU. She always has willing hands.

1970  

**VIRGINIA DUNCAN**  
Springville, UT

Virginia “Ginny” Duncan (AS ’70) had many opportunities to witness spiritual experiences while being a nurse in the operating room. She recalls one experience regarding a patient who had severely injured his hands. She said, “Early in my career, I worked at Utah Valley Hospital, and they brought a man in from Geneva Steel with crushed hands from a steel-roller incident. The doctors needed to know what to do with this guy—how we could help him and if we needed to amputate his hands. I remember the doctors laying their hands on that man’s head and giving him a priesthood blessing before we did anything. That was impactful to me.”

Ginny noted that this was one of many times she and her coworkers utilized prayer in their work and felt the Spirit. She continued, “Back in the day, we did all the C-section work performed in the operating room. Whenever you have a baby born, it’s quite a spiritual, uplifting experience. It never ceases to amaze me how babies are born: all their fingers and toes and everything. What a miracle that is for them to be born. That was always touching to me.”

Ginny said that she has always strived to be a patient advocate. “They’re relying on you as a nurse to take care of them. They’re frightened, and so it was always something that was in the back of my mind: I’m the frontline person for this patient. And I think that’s part of the Healer’s art: to be the advocate for a patient and help them learn and teach them the things that they need to know.”

While Ginny loved her work, she notes that it certainly had its challenges. Her family helped her overcome discouragement on the job. “I always kept a picture—my daughters and my family—on the inside of my locker,” she said. “And whenever I got discouraged, I’d think, ‘I’m doing this for them. I’ve got to keep going because we have got to have beans on the table, and I’m doing it for them.’”

Looking back at her career, Ginny said that the most significant part of nursing has been helping people. “I’ve always been a nurturing kind of person, and being able to help people is most fulfilling. I realize many students go into careers to help people, but I felt like during my career I had the opportunity to do that.”

1971  

**KATHLEEN BOVO**  
St. George, UT

Nursing runs in the blood of Kathleen N. Bovo (AS ’71). Her mother worked as a nurse at the University of Utah Hospital and would share stories about her career at the dinner table. Despite her admiration for her mother, Kathleen steered away from nursing because of these stories. She started school at the University of Utah and spent a few semesters there, unsure of what major she wanted to pursue. Then, during an appointment at her orthodontist’s office, she heard about the BYU nursing program hosted in Salt Lake City that helped individuals get their associate degree in nursing. She immediately went home and told her mom she wanted to become a nurse.

After transferring to the BYU nursing program, Kathleen received a scholarship from the Pink Ladies, a hospital volunteer corps, that paid for her tuition. After graduation, she fulfilled the requirements of her scholarship and worked at LDS Hospital.

Kathleen’s favorite responsibility was taking care of her patients. “My heart was always best at the bedside of my patients, with hands on their backs.” She cites empathy as a core part of her identity as a nurse and the reason why she enjoyed patient care to the extent she did. “I got empathetic with some of the patients, and I felt like I could always put myself in their shoes.”

Kathleen’s career was constantly evolving, from working for a private pediatric practice in Salt Lake City to managing Valley Hospital Medical Center in Las Vegas. Yet despite the chaos that her career changes brought, she cited these changes as an aspect of what made her career flourish. “I didn’t get bored or burned out.”
1972
SUSAN BENTLEY
Saunders-town, RI

↑ Susan C. Bentley (AS ’72) had nothing but good things to say about her time at BYU: “Loved it. Loved it. I have very fun memories of being there.”

After receiving her associate’s degree in nursing, Susan and her husband moved to California, where Susan worked at UCLA Santa Monica Medical Center. While beginning her career, she wanted to focus on labor and delivery. As such, she took up another part-time job at Providence Saint John’s Health Center to receive training in their labor and delivery unit. Susan’s chosen specialty would shape the course of her career and her life. She said that her favorite position was at a family birthing center in Upland, California. “[The birthing center] is no longer there, but I learned so many things that shaped my life.” Susan said that along with molding her perspective, the principles of the center aligned with many of her values, one of which is the importance of centering healthcare on home and family. She said, “It was a wonderful experience and environment. I feel it was my honor to be present.”

Of her experience working in a hospital, Susan noted that kindness in nursing is a valuable asset. She recounts an incident of calming down a patient in a scary situation. “The patient was worked up and frightened in her early labor. I went in and talked to her with the little Spanish that I had. After some effort, I calmed her down, and she was breathing slowly and regularly, no longer crying or screaming—totally at peace. Her female doctor came and looked at her chart. She pulled me out of the room to yell at me and said, ‘How dare you medicate a patient without an order!’ I hadn’t.”

Susan notes that she hopes those in the medical field continue to combine compassion with their specialized care. “Truly, nursing is best manifest through its art of healing as the Savior would. But, unfortunately—and too often—it is strictly technical.”

Susan said that relying on the Spirit has helped her to tend to patients as the Savior would. In addition, she believes that her experience in nursing has shaped her approach to all areas of life, allowing her to react calmly and wisely in the face of trials. She recalled, “I think that my background helps me because charity never faileth; it is a part of nursing. And as I was a nurse, I always wanted to treat other people the way I would like to be treated. That was always the most important to me.”

1973
TERESA WOLF
Thousand Oaks, CA

▼ Nursing was not always a clear path for Teresa W. Wolf (BS ’73). During her first two years at BYU, she explored many career paths but felt like none of them were the correct direction for her life. It wasn’t until she was sitting in a university devotional and heard the speaker talk about “finding yourself in service” that she instantly thought of nursing. After the speaker ended, Teresa recalled, “My feet took me directly to the College of Nursing, and I signed up.”

Teresa worked as a nurse for a couple of years in her native Southern California before meeting her husband and taking an 18-year break from the nursing field to raise her children. Then in 1993, Teresa was asked to care for a young woman dying from cancer. The experience gave her clarity about her life direction. Teresa said “Hospice became my calling.”

Soon after the death of her first hospice patient, Teresa joined a hospice program as a volunteer before becoming a case manager for 11 years. She saw the lack of support people had in their dying days and felt the desire to do something more for them. The answer to her passion came when she was inspired to create a nonprofit organization dedicated to hospice work. In 2008 she started Community House of Hope, which is dedicated to quality hospice work and end-of-life care regardless of the dying patient’s financial state. Through fundraising, her organization obtained a small four-bedroom house in 2012, where they focused on providing peaceful final weeks and families reunions. In the five years the home was open, they took care of more than 250 individuals.

With the facility’s closure in 2017, Teresa continued to work within the hospice community. She started a training...
program for end-of-life doulas, a program that allows individuals to enter homes where hospice is present and act as a source of emotional assistance for families. In addition, she is a founding member of Omega Home Network, a nonprofit organization focused on creating hospice homes throughout the United States. They have built more than 100 hospice homes throughout the United States. They have built more than 100 hospice homes throughout the United States. They have built more than 100 hospice homes throughout the United States. They have built more than 100 hospice homes throughout the United States. They have built more than 100 hospice homes throughout the United States.

Teresa's relationship with a Hopi family she befriended in Arizona. In March, students practiced compassion and respect for all patients, including patients from different backgrounds. A nurse, Teresa strived to continue to improve her skills and reading from her knowledge gaps, she did everything she needed by asking colleagues how to fill her 160 hours of clinical work. She transferred the license to Georgia, completing her hours, and worked at a local medical center. She said, “It was a faith-promoting experience because I don’t know where that knowledge came from or how it got there.” While working in the medical center, Koleen injured her knee and could not return to work in that setting. However, being relicensed from Utah to Georgia State University (now part of Georgia Perimeter College) who invited her to apply for an open faculty position. She took the NCLEX and praying to work at Primary Children’s Hospital as a CNA, where she learned about the BYU College of Nursing’s satellite campus in Salt Lake City. She attended the program while continuing her work at Primary Children’s Hospital and graduated with her associate’s degree in August of 1976. She stated that BYU taught her to have tolerance for all people, a lesson that has stayed with her for decades. “I sometimes struggle with my tolerance of people, and then I remember that we’re all special, we’re all struggling, we all have our
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**KOLEEN SHAW**
Grayson, GA

- Immediately after graduating, Koleen P. Shaw (BS ’75, BS ’80) worked at LDS Hospital. She worked part-time while she had two children, but after her third child was born, Koleen took a break from professional nursing for 20 years to focus on her family.

- Though not working in a hospital, Koleen’s medical knowledge was helpful when raising her family. On one occasion, she had to take her son to the hospital because of the flu. The provider asked questions about the boy’s symptoms and, out of the blue, asked, “Are you a nurse?” Koleen was surprised, but she realized she had been answering the provider’s questions with more description than someone without a nursing background would, and she was grateful for the medical knowledge she had.

- When her family moved to Georgia in 2003, Koleen decided to return to work. However, being relicensed from Utah to Georgia was a significant task, especially after taking a break from the profession. After retaking the NCLEX and praying to find a solution, Koleen walked out to her mailbox one day to find a nursing license from the state of Utah, despite not yet filling her 160 hours of clinical work. She transferred the license to Georgia, completed her hours, and worked at a local medical center. She said, “It was a faith-promoting experience because I don’t know where that license came from or how it got there.” While working in the medical center, Koleen injured her knee and could not return to work in that setting. However, she had a friend who worked for Georgia Perimeter College (now part of Georgia State University) who invited her to apply for an open faculty position. She got the job and taught nursing for 10 years before retiring in 2011.

- Koleen notes that the way nursing is taught has changed dramatically since she earned her own degree and has become more hands on. As a result of this discipline shift, Koleen said, “There were holes in what I learned and what I was expected to know,” which affected her ability to teach. To make up for some of her knowledge gaps, she did everything in her power to gain the knowledge she needed by asking colleagues how to improve her skills and reading from a nursing skills book. Though this was time consuming, Koleen believed it was her responsibility to be confident enough to provide the best care possible, a belief she learned from her time at BYU.

- When asked about the difference between her degrees, Koleen said that the associate’s program was very nurturing and supportive. She got a lot of help to succeed. In contrast, the bachelor’s program was intense, and it expected more from her than her associate’s program. Koleen has felt the influence of her time at BYU regardless of the job or role she found herself in.
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**DEBRA B. GEHRINGER**
Belgrade, MT

- Debra Gehringer (AS ’76) left her home state of Montana at the age of 18 to come to Salt Lake City. She worked at Primary Children’s Hospital as a CNA, where she learned about the BYU College of Nursing’s satellite campus in Salt Lake City. She attended the program while continuing her work at Primary Children’s Hospital and graduated with her associate’s degree in August of 1976. She stated that BYU taught her to have tolerance for all people, a lesson that has stayed with her for decades. “I sometimes struggle with my tolerance of people, and then I remember that we’re all special, we’re all struggling, we all have our
needs—I think I learned that from BYU. I think I learned the tolerance and the love and the compassionate service that we can provide to one another."

After graduation, Debra returned to Montana and worked the night shift in a local hospital. While she was there, a family friend who worked in Poplar, Montana, on the Fort Peck Indian Reservation informed Debra that their hospital was in desperate need of nurses. She took the offer and became a nurse on the reservation for four years. Debra stated that while BYU is where she got her nursing foundation, her job on the reservation is where she truly gained her education.

During a brief stint working in Oregon, Debra discovered travel nursing after returning to the local hospital she started at. Her career as a travel nurse started at. Her career as a travel nurse

1977
RONDA POPE
Springville, UT

Ronda G. Pope (BS ’77) had previously earned an associate’s degree in nursing from Ricks College before transferring to BYU. She was drawn to nursing because her mother was a nurse—Ronda graduated high school the same year her mother graduated from Ricks College with her nursing degree. Ronda also worked as a nurse aide before starting college, which brought further interest in being a nurse. Her plan was initially to get her associate’s degree and start working as an RN immediately; but after graduation, she felt like she still needed to learn more.

Ronda’s decision to keep learning led her to BYU, which influenced her life in several significant ways. She met her husband in Provo in a student ward, the religion classes she took expanded her love for the scriptures and the gospel of Jesus Christ, and the legacy of BYU has continued in her family’s lives. Her husband is an economics professor at BYU and seven of her sons have graduated from the university. In addition, BYU COLLEGE OF NURSING
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Provo, UT
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assurance nurse. For most of her career, though, she has worked as a nurse supervisor, a position she loves and finds fulfilling. She also received her bachelor’s degree in nursing from Western Governors University in 2011.

Her role as a nurse has taught her the value of patience, tolerance, and understanding other people. In addition, she finds herself learning from her patients. “The clients have hard medical things in their life teaches me. I have great respect for how they navigate chronic illness or short-term, life-altering illness and diagnosis. The courage they have has always been an inspiration to me.” Additionally, she role as a nurse has put her life into perspective and helped her realize how blessed she is. She said, “There are people who have such life-altering events that happen in a heartbeat, and their lives are irrevocably changed. I always come away with a grateful heart for my little backpack full of problems.”

### 1979

**WAYNE WATSON**

Orem, UT

“Though a bachelor’s degree was always my goal, Wayne T. Watson (AS ’79, BS ’83, MS ’93) was married and had his first child when he graduated with his associate’s degree, so he was thrilled to be able to support his family by entering the work force while earning his bachelor’s degree. He started his career in the ICU but transferred to the emergency department once a position became available. Since then, Wayne has always had one hand in the ER and a special love for urgent care.

Later in his life, he felt a distinct impression to return to school and earn a master’s degree. This impression was unexpected because he loved being with patients. Shortly after his graduation, Intermountain Healthcare opted for a position on the corporate level, which required Wayne’s recent degree. Wayne applied and got the job, working in a clinical program position that promoted best practices. In this role, he helped lead a team of clinicians to decrease sepsis mortality from 26 percent to 6 percent over several years. The changes he made contributed to the health of thousands of patients, which helped Wayne feel connected to people even though he was not in a bedside role.

Wayne served as a mission president in the Helsinki Finland Mission and as a district president at the Provo Missionary Training Center. While in Finland, there was no on-site mission nurse, so he and his wife were the ones that missionaries would contact, if necessary. Wayne can’t imagine being a mission president without his background.

To continue his service, Wayne began another mission in January 2021. He is supporting mission presidents in 38 missions in Africa. “My continued desire to serve comes from BYU and its emphasis on using what you have learned to better the world,” he said.

Before BYU, Tami had already gained valuable experience that would prepare her for a nursing career. She graduated from high school as a CNA and worked as a nurse aide in the summer between high school and college. After graduating with her bachelor’s degree, the hospital that Tami had been working for as a CNA wanted to keep her on their staff, despite not having any available RN positions. Tami said, “They didn’t want to lose me, so they gave me a traveling position where I worked on a floor with post-partum, psych, and pediatric patients.” While she loved each position, her later job at Orem Community Hospital is where she found her niche: “That’s where I got locked into labor and delivery, and I’ve been a labor and delivery nurse all the remaining years of my career.” Tami currently works at Mercy Gilbert Medical Center in Arizona and she is in her favorite place she has ever worked.

Above all, Tami said that it is easy to see the Savior’s hand every day on the job. “So many times there are blessings where you feel the influence of the Spirit, helping you navigate the course ahead.” Tami loves her job and looks forward to having more beautiful experiences. “The birth of a baby never gets old. It’s always a spiritual experience, and it’s always an honor to be a part of it.”

### 1980

**TAMI MILLER**

Queen Creek, AZ

“A Tami B. Miller (AS ’80) wanted to be a nurse for as long as she could remember. She said, “I was probably three when I wanted to be a nurse for Halloween. My dolls even had crutches and pillows. It was something that I always knew I wanted to be, and I can’t fully explain it. So I focused on that from the very beginning, and I never wavered from it.”

In 1981, Janette Judd (AS ’81) had an interest in nursing from a young age. She said, “My mother bought me a book series called Cherry Ames by Helen Wells about a nurse with different roles. She was a flight nurse and a ward nurse and a hospital nurse, and I was interested in it.”

This interest in nursing led to Janette’s lifetime involvement in learning the Healer’s art. While raising children and working, Janette earned a bachelor’s degree in nursing from Tabor College and a master’s degree in nursing education from Fort Hays State University.

While working as a registered nurse, Janette discovered her love for pediatrics and spent the next 23 years working as a pediatric nurse in Wichita, Kansas. On the side, she was a pediatric clinical instructor for an LPN program and worked as a part-time researcher. In 2014, she took a full-time job doing clinical research studying adult psychol-o-gists, which changed the trajectory of her career. Two years later, she moved to Corpus Christi, Texas, where she started a new research department at Driscoll Children’s Hospital. Her department served as a testing site for the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine clinical trials for children.

In all of Janette’s nursing experience, she said that compassionate service is an essential part of nursing. She said, “I have always felt that nursing is giving service—compassionate service. We’re supposed to care about other people and serve them. My career has been a great way to do it.”

Janette shows compassion in all areas of life, whether in the hospital or on the street. “BYU gave me a phenomenal foundation on which to build. And because of that, I’ve been able to do great things. I’ve been able to impact the lives of so many others. I’ve been able to sustain myself.”

### 1982

**JILL FULLER**

Garrison, ND

“J Jill Fuller (MS ’82) remembers the BYU with her master’s degree in geriatric nursing. Jill returned to MSU as a faculty member for a couple of years before pursu-ing her PhD from the University of Utah in 1991. Upon returning to North Dakota, she worked in hospital administration at a local hospital in Minot for several years. Later, she worked in Watertown, South Dakota, for 17 years at Prairie Lakes Healthcare System, working as the CNO and CEO until her retirement in 2018. As both CNO and CEO, Jill focused on improving patient safety, building connections with outreach clinics, and evolving Prairie Lakes Healthcare System into an innovative rural hospital. As a leader, she participated in nationwide programs, including the Robert Wood Johnson Executive Nurse Fellowship, which is a rare achievement for rural hospitals and nurses. Additionally, her hospital was also among the first 13 hospitals to participate in the Transforming Care at the Bedside initiative. Rural hospitals are often excluded from piloting initia-tives despite taking care of half of the nation’s healthcare, so Jill’s hospital being included in this initiative was significant.”

When reflecting on her time at BYU, Jill W. Fuller (MS ’82) remembers the academic rigor of the university as well as its distinctive culture. She is not a member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, but she still loved and appreciated the unique cultural envi-ronment the university offered her. Her degree gave her critical thinking skills and a foundational higher education that has influenced her throughout her career.

Before attending BYU, she received her bachelor’s degree in nursing from Minot State University (MSU) in her home state of North Dakota. After graduating from BYU with her master’s degree in geriatric nursing, Jill returned to MSU as a faculty member for a couple of years before pursing her PhD from the University of Utah in 1991. Upon returning to North Dakota, she worked in hospital administration at a local hospital in Minot for several years. Later, she worked in Watertown, South Dakota, for 17 years at Prairie Lakes Healthcare System, working as the CNO and CEO until her retirement in 2018. As both CNO and CEO, Jill focused on improving patient safety, building connections with outreach clinics, and evolving Prairie Lakes Healthcare System into an innovative rural hospital. As a leader, she participated in nationwide programs, including the Robert Wood Johnson Executive Nurse Fellowship, which is a rare achievement for rural hos-pitals and nurses. Additionally, her hospi-tal was also among the first 13 hospitals to participate in the Transforming Care at the Bedside initiative. Rural hospitals are often excluded from piloting initia-tives despite taking care of half of the nation’s healthcare, so Jill’s hospital being included in this initiative was significant.”
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Cheri's career in nursing has been
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ciated the opportunity to have different
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Kathleen B. Collins (BS ’85) and her
experience in the BYU College of Nurs-
ing are a testament to the college's focus
on academics and intense hands-on
training. When asked about her time in the
program, she simply laughed before
replying, "I remember being stressed out."
then, she laughed again before explain-
ing that she also loved her time at BYU
and cherished the lessons she learned.
Of the lessons she learned, she most
fondly remembers the example of Dr.
Sandi Rogers (BS ’71), who later served as
dean of the College of Nursing.
Kathleen described Dr. Rogers as some-
one who "knew her stuff but was so com-
passionate at the same time. You have
to take care of the whole patient, which
sounds cheesy, but you have to. You have
to take care of everything." Dr. Rogers'
empathy and compassion is something
Kathleen has carried with her through
every aspect of her life.
After graduation, Kathleen and her
husband moved to their hometown of Las
Vegas. During her years in Nevada, she
initially worked on a women's surgical
door while waiting for a labor and deliv-
ery nurse position—her dream career—
to become available. Once she secured a
position as a labor and delivery nurse,
she worked in the unit for a few years
and loved every moment of it. She said,
"It's a wonderful place to be. Every time
you participate in the delivery, it's this
little miracle, a slice of heaven happen-
ing right there."

Kathleen also briefly taught nursing at Oak-
eland University in Rochester, Michigan.
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Cheri said that becoming a nurse was a
"no-brainer" for her. While she had her
mother's example as an LPN, Cheri's own
biggest draw to nursing was its flexibility
and reliability. Nursing has allowed her
to raise her children while working and
has helped her feel prepared to provide
for her family. Additionally, her nurs-
ing education has given her meaningful
opportunities in all aspects of her life.
She said that many of her church assign-
ments have related to nursing, and her knowl-
edge has been a blessing for her family
and friends. She laughingly said the fam-
ily motto when she raised her kids was, "Ice and Motrin, then we'll see how you
feel after that."

After graduating, Cheri C. Wright
started working at the Utah State
Hospital and stayed there for 15 years.
They were great to work with me as far
as a schedule with my family," she said.
Cheri eventually left this job to focus on
raising her children. After her last child
graduated from high school, she began
working at Wasatch Behavioral Health in
Provo, where she has worked for seven
years. She works in a supported hous-
ing medical clinic with one other nurse,
administering to chronically mentally ill
patients. Cheri said, "I love it and feel like
I’m making a difference."
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EMILY FLORIAN-TYNAN

Plantsville, CT

Emily Florian-Tyan (BS ’86) grew up in Connecticut and currently lives there
with her husband and two children.
Emily remembers that her time at BYU
was challenging. She said, "I remember a lot of people were out hav-
ing fun when we were in labs or at the hospital. I took a lot of determination
to learn and succeed in nursing school, but
Emily was able to keep that determina-
tion throughout her life. Her professors
and administrators encouraged hard
work and outstanding leadership inside
and outside of class.
Emily also had the chance to work in the
Utah State Hospital while at BYU,
which helped her realize what she wanted
to practice. She was on the forensic floor
at the hospital, an experience that she con-
siders being what propelled her into psy-
chiatric nursing. As she worked, she
found that she gravitated toward those strug-
gling emotionally, wanting to help them.
As a result, she never spent much time
in another area of the hospital. She said,
"I realized that I needed to hang my hat
where I was most apt to be most happy."

After graduating from BYU, she served
a mission for The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, then worked at a psy-
chiatric hospital in her home state. After
two years of working, Emily decided to
return to school and earn a master's
degree, so she applied to and attended
Yale University. She is now a psychiat-
ric APRN with certification in child and
adolescent psychiatric nursing. Emily is
the sole proprietor of her private practice,
where she works with people of all ages
using counseling, medication manage-
ment, and whatever other treatment they
may need to feel their best.

Jill Jackson, Eliza Joy, Morgan Lund,
Brooklyn Murray, Kathryn Mulligan, and
Jeff L. Peery contributed to the research
and writing of this article.
A Summer Fellowship with the BYU Cancer Center
Sarah Welty (BS ’21), a recent graduate from South Jordan, Utah, was a research assistant for Dr. Deborah Himes (BS ’91). Together they considered cancer communication and the direct disclosure of genetic information to at-risk family members and their primary care providers.

Last summer, Welty was selected to complete a 14-week full-time fellowship with the BYU Simmons Center for Cancer Research. Welty and classmates Elise Pebbles (BS ’21) of Centennial, Colorado, worked with Himes on a systematic literature review. Their initial work on the review resulted in finding 9,313 studies that needed to have an abstract read to see if the study merited inclusion in the literature review. Of those 9,313 studies, 83 met the criteria for inclusion, and the team worked on reviewing them. Their team considered cancer communication and the direct disclosure of genetic information to at-risk family members and their primary care providers.

All Things Trauma and Mental Health
Dr. Blaine Winters hired several students to create a blog and podcast entitled Healthy Brain Banter. Both the blog and the podcast provide accurate and reliable information about mental health.

Carrollyn Ferderber, a third-semester nursing student from Boulder, Colorado, started researching with Winters at the beginning of fall 2021. She credits Winters with motivating her: “He was my lab instructor in my first semester of the program, and his work in psychiatry inspired me! I also thought his teaching skills and nursing care were admirable and a great example of what kind of a nurse I want to be one day.”

His team’s work together creates an easy-to-understand information for non-medical people interested in mental health. Speaking about Healthy Brain Banter, Ferderber said, “I love that this project allows team members to learn about mental health and other skills, such as web design, recording a podcast, formal writing, video development, and other skills. We were able to present our research and the resources that we developed at the College of Nursing’s annual research conference intending to increase the consumption of materials for those who struggle or those with loved ones who struggle with mental health concerns. My experience researching with other nursing students and Professor Winters has been wonderful and meaningful. It has helped me feel part of something bigger than being a student nurse and has helped prepare me to be a better nurse in the future.”

Sarah Welty (BS ’21), a recent graduate with Himes on a systematic literature review. Their initial work on the review resulted in finding 9,313 studies that needed to have an abstract read to see if the study merited inclusion in the literature review. Of those 9,313 studies, 83 met the criteria for inclusion, and the team worked on reviewing them.
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Compassionate Mother of Ira A. Fulton Endowed Mentorship Award

The College of Nursing celebrates a decade of honoring Myrtie “Myrtie” Lee Markwell Fulton.

THE MYRTIE LEE FULTON ENDOWED CHAIR, which was created in 2011, is named after and honors the mother of Arizona homebuilder, businessman, and philanthropist Ira A. Fulton. He established the endowed chair to create opportunities for nursing faculty to mentor students in research. This annual award and funding are awarded based on several factors: the importance of the study to advancing nursing knowledge; evidence of disseminating research through publication and presentation; and experience of the faculty as a student mentor.

Myrtie Fulton’s life is an example of persistence, dedication to hard work, and kindness and compassion to others. Myrtie was a woman whose courage and faith saw her through difficult times. She was a hard worker, and along with my wife, was the greatest woman I have known,” said Ira Fulton, referring to the service of his mother. “She always gave, even when she had nothing to give … Thank goodness I had a special mother who showed me how to give.”

In October 2021, Fulton added to the Myrtie Fulton chair and donated another gift to the BYU College of Nursing. His gift brought the endowed fund to total over five million dollars; the available annual earnings from the chair allow approximately $100,000 in faculty research grants each year. When he established the chair, Fulton said, “I want the best return from my investment. At BYU, I get a great ROI.”

Mary Lou Fulton’s recently deceased wife and I see the value of education. Knowing that I am involved with BYU and helping Latter-day Saint boys and girls reach their educational dreams is what it’s all about. When I can participate with these great students and their great professors and help them achieve their goals, that personally excites me!”

While COVID-19 slowed some faculty research, students at BYU have gained experience in working on a project funded by the Fulton endowment: “As I worked with Dr. Rasmussen, I felt that I was a partner in this project while at the same time learning from his knowledge, expertise, and patience.”

The DSAY Awards Foundation each semester to recognize nursing professors and students who show extraordinary compassion.

The College of Nursing at Brigham Young University partners with the DSAY Foundation for a semester to recognize nursing professors and students who show extraordinary compassion.

When asked what the recognition means to her, Larsen said, “To me, this award is a reminder that God takes the weak and simple things of the world and magnifies their efforts. It is proof that the Attonement of Christ allows us to bring our best efforts to the table, and Christ makes up the difference by giving us unique talents, strength, vision, and passion. We can be His hands on earth when we allow ourselves to be guided and shaped by His influence.”

When asked what the recognition means to her, Larsen said, “To me, this award is a reminder that God takes the weak and simple things of the world and magnifies their efforts. It is proof that the Attonement of Christ allows us to bring our best efforts to the table, and Christ makes up the difference by giving us unique talents, strength, vision, and passion. We can be His hands on earth when we allow ourselves to be guided and shaped by His influence.”
Fourth-semester nursing student Lauren Callister of Sandy, Utah, was nominated for this award and to have it means so much to me and doesn’t feel real. I can only imagine what it is like to work alongside Lauren as one of her peers. I know she asks for help when she needs it and isn’t afraid to help others when they are struggling.

“One thing Lauren is passionate about is helping the LGBTQ+ community. I am a part of that community, and she always makes an effort to make sure I belong and feel loved. She has often told me of training she has had in the nursing program and how that has been for her and others around her. She is actively striving to understand all peoples and their differences. Lauren Callister will change the world by helping one person at a time, just like she has helped change me.”

After receiving the award, Callister said, “I was blown away to hear that I was nominated for this award and to have it mean the world to me. I’m so grateful for the BYU nursing program and how it’s helped me become the person I am today!”

The DAISY Award for Extraordinary Nursing Faculty

The College of Nursing recently honored two faculty members:

JEANETTE DRAKE, PHD, RN, MN, ACNP-BC

The College of Nursing honored assistant professor Dr. Jeanette Drake (BS ’90) with the DAISY Award for Extraordinary Nursing Faculty.

Fifth-semester nursing student Brianna Aguilara nominated Drake and wrote, “Jeanette goes above and beyond for her students. For example, my first time doing IVs in the lab, she walked in after the class to see a very frustrated third-semester version of myself who felt dis-appointed she couldn’t get a good stick. I was packing up to leave when she noticed me and told me she would stay with me until I got a successful IV placement. I never forgot her kindness that day and will never forget the compassion she bestowed upon me as a stranger.”

“Jeanette later became my ethics teacher, a class I was very nervous about. I mean, I had never met a professor who implemented feedback from her students so openly and genuinely. She is fantastic, and I would love to be half the nurse she is.”

SANDRA ROGERS, RN, PHD

Days before former college dean and international vice president Dr. Sandra Rogers retired from Brigham Young University, the College of Nursing honored her with a DAISY Award for Extraordinary Nursing Faculty.

Rogers was the college dean from 1993 to 1999 and served in the vice president’s office from 1999 to 2021; overall, she gave 41 years of service to the university.

Dean Dr. Jane Lasserter (AS ’81, BS ’98, MS ’01) presented Rogers with the award and said, “I had the privilege of being a novice nursing student in the first course [Rogers] taught. I immediately adored her, and my respect and admiration have only grown over the years. I recall being a somewhat clumsy and nervous student, and, without fail, [Rogers] was kind, understanding, and ever so patient. I remember how she expertly modeled compassionate, gentle care for my patients.

“Early one morning, I needed to wash the feet of my elderly, bedridden patient. Although we had practiced this skill in the lab, I wondered how to accomplish it without soaking my patient. Thinking back on it now, I imagine [Rogers] might have rightly thought I was quite hopeless when I asked for her help with such a simple task. However, in her patient way, she came with me and helped me wash the feet of my first patient and simultaneously became acquainted with the patient and assessed her at the same time. For me, it was an unforgettable experience.”

Former dean Dr. Patricia Ravert (AS ’74, BS ’75, MS ’94) wrote, “Over the years, I have observed and worked with [Rogers] and know her as a leader with great inspi-ration and compassion. She is thoughtful and deliberate in her decisions. She did this difficult task with extreme compassion. She spent her sum-mer meeting with every student who did not get into the program to offer advice and direction.

“Cara is closely connected to the needs of our students. She keeps a running list of students who need additional support due to family or personal circumstances, financial needs, or mental health issues. She regularly checks in with these stu-dents to offer support and resources.”

Former associate dean Dr. Mary Williams (BS ’71) shared a statement about Rogers. She wrote, “William Butler Yeats has said, ‘Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.’ Sandra Rogers was a nurse educator who was all about lighting a fire in her students. She helped her students to see what they could become and what they could do to relieve suffering and bring comfort and hope to each patient they cared for while using the best scientific knowledge and skills. She always inspired her students to remember that nursing is much more than tasks and technology; it is emulat-ing the Master Healer in caring for each patient. Today, her former students have gone throughout the world, and because of the fire she lit in them, the world is a better place, suffering has been relieved, and the profession of nursing has been made stronger and better.”

The DAISY Circle of Influence Recognition

CARA WILEY

Teamwork is crucial to effective commu-nication and promoting positive patient outcomes, so nurses work closely along-side supportive providers and staff to provide well-organized comprehensive care. That same teamwork-oriented sup-port is equally important for faculty and students at the college level. Therefore, the college presented a DAISY Circle of Influence recognition to Cara Wiley, the college advisement center supervisor.

Associate dean Dr. Julie Valentine nominated Wiley and said, “We had many students apply to the College of Nursing for the fall 2021 cohort but could only accept 64 students. Cara was responsible for contacting students and letting them know of the admission decisions. She did this difficult task with extreme compassion. She spent her sum-mer meeting with every student who did not get into the program to offer advice and direction.

“Cara is closely connected to the needs of our students. She keeps a running list of students who need additional support due to family or personal circumstances, financial needs, or mental health issues. She regularly checks in with these stu-dents to offer support and resources.”

Recipients of the DAISY Award received a unique sculpture as a symbol of their recognition. The small stone statue is called A Healer’s Touch and shows two figures embracing—the nurse and the patient. Because Wiley’s award represents teamwork, her statue has three figures connected in a circle. Each piece is hand-carved by members of the Shona tribe in Zimbabwe.

All individuals received their honors at the annual college research conference in October 2021. Rogers obtained the award in her office before leaving for retirement in July 2021.
Faculty Spotlight: Denise Cummins

Finding and Living Her Religion

By Eliza Joy

Assistant teaching professor Dr. Denise Cummins (AS ’83) grew up in England. When she was eight, she saw the 1940 film Brigham Young, starring Tyrone Power, on television. Although her family wasn’t religious, she recalls being intrigued by the Saints’ faith and the miracles that sustained them. A few years later, Denise saw an episode of a children’s show, Blue Peter, in which an English girl went to visit a pen pal in Salt Lake City. There was a warmth and familiarity about the scenes on Temple Square and of the pen pal’s family prayers and gatherings that impressed Denise. In her teen years, several of her friends were fans of the Osmond family, who were very famous. Her good impression of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was reinforced by the family’s closeness and positive image.

Small things in her early life made Denise aware of the Church, but a pivotal moment came in high school during a sociology class. A discussion about religion led her to inquire about the Book of Mormon. When she couldn’t find a copy in the school or local library, she reached out to a Church leader. Although initially hesitant, Denise began taking the missionary discussions. Intellectual curiosity quickly turned to personal conviction and, three weeks later, she was baptized at age 16.

Coming to BYU as a student was a natural progression of Denise’s faith journey. “I thought it would be a Zion society,” she recalled, so she was thrilled when she was accepted. Although BYU wasn’t exactly what she expected, she believes it laid a foundation for a faith-filled, purposeful, and happy life. She is very grateful for her BYU education and for meeting her husband here.

Choosing nursing was a pragmatic decision for Denise. At the time, she might have preferred a job involving advertising or traveling, but her husband’s graduate school plans, along with a desire for flexible work hours and financial stability as they began their family, pointed to nursing.

After completing her associate’s degree, Denise and her husband moved to California at a rare time when nursing job openings were scarce. After hearing OB nurses were needed in a small hospital, she drove straight there and applied for a job. She was shocked when they hired her on the spot. Denise ultimately had a long, rewarding career in low- and high-risk obstetrics, and OB, perinatal research, quality improvement, and leadership.

After completing her associate’s degree, Denise and her husband moved to California at a rare time when nursing job openings were scarce. After hearing OB nurses were needed in a small hospital, she drove straight there and applied for a job. She was shocked when they hired her on the spot. Denise ultimately had a long, rewarding career in low- and high-risk OB, perinatal research, quality improvement, and leadership.

After her youngest child entered first grade, Denise began an online AS to BSN program through Frontier Nursing University, followed by a DNP degree from the University of Utah. Teaching at BYU had crossed Denise’s mind several times, but she was unsure about her qualifications or the timing. She was surprised when someone in the College of Nursing reached out and encouraged her to complete an unfinished employment application she had started some time before. As a result, Denise has been teaching at BYU since 2019.

In her spare time, Denise enjoys home and landscape design. She and her husband, who have five children and 16 grandchildren, are building the home they hope will be their “second-to-final resting place” in the Heber Valley. Denise’s faith in Jesus Christ and His atonement are her anchor and motivation.

Denise's faith in Jesus Christ and His atonement are her anchor and motivation.
New Faculty

To Make Decisions As a Provider
Sarah H. Davis MS, APRN

New faculty member Sarah Davis (BS ’11, MS ’18) grew up in a small town in Washington state. Nursing has always been a part of her life in one way or another. “As a young girl, I wanted to be involved,” she recalled. “My dad is a physician, so it was something that was always inside of me. I worked at his office, and he would authorize me to phone in refills on prescriptions. I did tasks of everything that was not patient care.” These experiences gave her a working medical vocabulary before she began the nursing program. She earned three degrees from Brigham Young University: a bachelor’s in zoology, a bachelor’s in nursing, and a master’s degree in nursing with licensure as a family nurse practitioner.

When Davis’s fourth child was born, there were some minor complications. Davis recalled, “It was the nurse practitioner who came into the hospital and ordered all the tests and was so knowledgeable.” Because of the careful assistance provided by the nurse practitioner, Davis was inspired to become a nurse practitioner: “I wanted to be in the area of decision making, trying to solve the riddle of what was happening with the symptoms and making those decisions.”

Davis has joined the faculty as an assistant teaching professor. Beyond her nursing career, Davis enjoys traveling. She has traveled to Madagascar, France, Spain, Italy, England, Mexico, and many places in the United States. Travel, she said, “helps us develop cultural awareness.” She will travel internationally with nursing students in 2022. “As a faculty member, one of my privileges will be to take a group for the clinical practicum for the public and global health nursing course in the spring.” This opportunity will help BYU nursing students gain cultural awareness and empathy.

The Spiritual Side of Nursing
Michael S. Robinson DNP, FNP-C

The college is thrilled to welcome assistant teaching professor Dr. Michael Robinson (MS ’13) to its community of educators and nurses. After graduating from Weber State University with his bachelor’s degree in nursing in 2010, he graduated with a master’s degree from BYU’s family nurse practitioner program in 2013. He went on to earn a doctor of nursing practice from Oregon Health and Science University in 2016.

Robinson worked as a family nurse practitioner for eight years but recently transitioned to dermatology. He is a member of the Utah Nurse Practitioner Association (UNP) and the American Association of Nurse Practitioners (AANP). He was awarded a Student Mentor Award from the College of Nursing twice and received the Preceptor of the Year award in 2020.

He currently instructs the health assessment and promotion class. Robinson’s ultimate reason for returning to BYU is simple: “I wanted to come back because BYU is unique.” He loves the fact that the “Spirit of the Lord resides on campus and aids those on campus, both faculty and students, because BYU is full of people that the ‘Spirit of the Lord resides on campus and aids those on campus, both faculty and students, because BYU is full of people who are genuinely striving to be good, beautiful people who try their very best to do good things.” He also finds peace in the relationship between academics and religion at BYU. He said, “It’s just this beautiful place where you can talk about spiritual things and things of science, and they can be married together, and it’s okay to discuss. It has to be that way because that’s how it is in me. All these things live together in me, in harmony. And I love that about BYU.”

Robinson enjoys spending time outdoors, traveling, reading, and engaging in conversation. He and his wife have three children, a daughter and two sons.

Keeping an Eternal Perspective
Peggy H. Anderson DNP, RN, PH-C

Anderson’s ultimate reason for returning to BYU is simple: “I am a champion.” One of her students wrote this note on scratch paper during a test. Anderson has kept it as a reminder for herself ever since. She hopes that all her nursing students will remember that they are champions as they finish school and begin their careers.

Although she will miss many things about BYU—especially her students and colleagues—Anderson is excited for the next chapter of her life. She plans to spend retirement with her family, doing everything from visiting grandchildren to serving a mission with her husband.

Focus on Learning, Not Grades
Karen M. Lundberg MS, RN, CNE

Karen Lundberg (AS ’79) is retiring after 15 years as an educator at the College of Nursing. She has taught many courses, mainly focused on pediatrics, and most recently taught the preview of nursing class (NURS 180). Lundberg earned an associate’s in nursing from BYU.

She then received both a bachelor’s and master’s degrees in nursing from the University of Utah. For the first part of her career, from 1979 to 2002, she worked as an RN at Primary Children’s Hospital. Next, Lundberg spent five years from 2002 to 2007 as a drug research coordinator at South Valley Rheumatology in Sandy, Utah. In 2007, she began teaching at Brigham Young University.

While working as a professor, Lundberg mentored more than a dozen students while they conducted research. She spent time in many organizations such as the American Association of Colleges of Nursing, BYU Student Nurses’ Association, the BYU Faculty Women’s Association, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, and the local chapter of Sigma Theta Tau International. His overall feeling about her time at BYU is gratitude for her colleagues and students.

During her time at the college, Lundberg and her peers received more than $73,700 in research grants and funding opportunities to help with study abroad programs, which pursued initiatives such as helping babies breathe in Fiji and supporting a study on a human trafficking in Vietnam.

Lundberg’s advice to students is crucial for those in the nursing program. “Focus on learning rather than on grades,” she implored. “Ask every question you can think of. There are so many opportunities for students. Put the drive for grades aside because that’s not what’s going to matter.”

About retirement, Lundberg said, “This is probably the only part of my whole life that I have not had well planned out. So this is a huge leap of faith.” Her most significant plans are to travel with her husband, particularly to visit their grandchildren.
On Being An Educator and Scholar
Sheri P. Palmer DNP, RN, CNE, CTN-A

After teaching at the College of Nursing for 27 years, professor Dr. Sheri Palmer (AS ’83, BS ’85) is retiring. During her time at the college, she taught several public and global health nursing courses, performed incredible work during clinicals in the ER and ICU, and mentored dozens of undergraduate and graduate students in their research pursuits. From 1981 to 1983, Palmer served as a full-time missionary for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Paraguay. She received her bachelor’s degree from Brigham Young University in 1985, her master’s degree from Idaho State University in 1990, and her doctorate in nursing practice degree from the University of Utah in 2010. While at BYU, she served as a course coordinator and the public and global health council chair; joined several nursing associations and societies; and served on other councils and assignments. As the highlight of her career, she became a Fulbright Scholar for the Universidad Nacional de Asunción in Paraguay. Although Palmer is proud of all she has accomplished while working at the college, her proudest feat was balancing her career at BYU with her bachelor’s degree from Brigham Young University in 1985, her master’s degree from Idaho State University in 1990, and her doctorate in nursing practice degree from the University of Utah in 2010. While at BYU, she served as a course coordinator and the public and global health council chair; joined several nursing associations and societies; and served on other councils and assignments. As the highlight of her career, she became a Fulbright Scholar for the Universidad Nacional de Asunción in Paraguay. Although Palmer is proud of all she has accomplished while working at the college, her proudest feat was balancing her career and her family, as she’s a mother to five children. She hopes to spend more time with her husband, children, and eight grandchildren during her retirement. She and her husband also plan to serve a mission and wish to begin traveling together. Palmer will miss her fellow faculty members, whom she calls her “best friends,” as well as her students and the rewarding experience of teaching them. Her final advice to students is simple: “The education is hard and sometimes can be so burdensome that it just kind of takes over your life, but it is worth it!”

Her Students Are Her Legacy
Gaye L. Ray MS, FNP-C, PH-C, RN

Any small interaction with Gaye Ray (AS ’81, BS ’82) is an invitation to experience her infectious, loving, and joyful demeanor. After a decade at the College of Nursing, she is embracing retirement with her trademark love and joy. Ray graduated from BYU with her bachelor’s degree in nursing in 1982. She received her master’s degree to become a family nurse practitioner from the University of Georgia. Additionally, she completed graduate certificates from the University at Albany and the University in Missouri in 2011 and 2012. She taught at the BYU College of Nursing as an adjunct faculty member in 2011, and beginning in 2012 as an assistant teaching professor, and since 2018 as an associate teaching professor. Among some of Ray’s accomplishments are her roles in collaborating with Provo Community Action to bring a poverty simulation to campus and serving on the Utah County Board of Health. However, she considers her most significant success to be her students. Ray said, “I love watching the light go on in the students’ eyes. I love to see them triumph over something hard. I enjoy seeing them make connections and learning this whole new language and way to think and way of being.” During retirement, Ray and her husband plan to serve a mission and spend more time with their three children and three grandchildren. Other than those plans, she is leaving her retirement wide open, ready to experience just about anything. After years of teaching, Ray still strives to be a student of the Healer’s art, and her testimony of nursing and healing is powerful. “Healing is often a lifelong process. As nurses, we tend to play a little part in our patients’ journey and help our patients move forward in the healing process. Healing is never pain free, but we can comfort and have compassion and express that compassion.”

Four Decades of College Service
Kathy Whitenight MPA

Kathy Whitenight started working at the College of Nursing as the associate dean for resource management on May 1, 1980. After 41 years, she retired December 1, 2021. Growing up, Whitenight wanted to be a nurse but quickly discovered from her first lab in college that nursing was not for her and that her talents resided in administration. Speaking of her work at the College of Nursing, she joked, “This is my way of being a nurse without being a nurse.” Whitenight’s administrative responsibilities included managing legal issues, risk management, finances and budgeting, physical facilities, public relations, and technology. Additionally, she taught a graduate class on finance and budgeting within a hospital setting. While this seems like an intense workload, Whitenight gave immense credit and praise to her college teams—public relations and media, finance, and IT—for helping her manage the various tasks at the college. She was instrumental in several decisions at the College of Nursing. Whitenight has continually led technology development and witnessed the evolution from typewriters and handwritten spreadsheets to computers and digital documents. She also had a hand in implementing “the Healer’s art” as the theme for the College of Nursing. Though not a nurse, Whitenight cites the Healer’s art as a crucial component of her life: “What do you do that’s not the Healer’s art when you work here?” she explained. “It’s who I am.” She also expressed that the Healer’s art has taken her through hard times and has kept her invested in her important work. Her retirement plans include spending more time with her sister, daughter, son-in-law, grandson, and Yorkshire terrier, Dobby. She and her sister also plan to begin traveling together, with their first stop being the Harry Potter tour in London.

Retiring Faculty
Three beloved individuals recently left the College of Nursing.

Virtually, a Class Reunion Not to Miss!
As part of the College of Nursing’s 70th-anniversary celebration, consider attending an online reunion:

- **1950s–1970s:** September 22, 2022
- **1980s:** September 27, 2022
- **1990s:** September 29, 2022
- **2000–2022:** October 4, 2022

All events start at 6:30 pm (MDT).

Visit nursing.byu.edu after September 15 to obtain meeting login details.

nursingevents@byu.edu
Alumni Updates

Annie was a registered nurse with Concord Hospital in Concord, New Hampshire. She also has volunteered for 14 years as a camp nurse at a private, one-week summer camp for girls ages 12 to 18.

Elizabeth Jackson (AS ’89) recently retired as the supervisor of clinical health services for one of Astra’s national NICU teams. She enjoyed her 18-year career in nursing management, Medicaid, and palliative care support.

MarkLea Hyde (BS ’97) is a pain management specialist in California and owns a business that supports alternative ways to help patients (people and pets) with pain and healing. She was among the alumni featured on the college’s podcast’s second season. (Visit the college’s HandoffPodcast.com to find this and other episodes.)

Jill Lancaster (BS ’97) is nearing 25 years as a lactation activist, or as she says, a “lactivist.” Three years ago, she started a lactation consulting service in Utah County where she visits clients in their homes.

Carly A. Peterson (BS ’99) received a Staff and Administrative Employee Recognition Award (SAERA) from the university for her dedication and service. As an adjunct faculty member at the College of Nursing, she teaches the clinical practicum course for nursing care of children and families in the simulation lab.

Melissa S. Swensen (BS ’99) graduated from George Mason University in May 2021 with a DNP in psychiatric mental health nursing and an MSN in nursing education. In October 2021, at the American Psychiatric Nurses Association’s national conference, she gave a podium presentation about improving underserved patients’ access to care by developing mutually beneficial academic-community partnerships.

Holdi W. Vardrey (BS ’09) has been president and CEO of Beehive Comprehensive Clinic in Salt Lake, Utah, for two years. She launched her own business in order to provide excellent primary care in partnership with mental health therapy.

Erin Kristine Laney (BS ’05) completed five years with Innova Health System in Falls Church, Virginia.

Kerry B. Kelly (BS ’11) is a NICU nurse with Desert Regional Medical Center in Palm Springs, California, and recently started LegalPad Nurse Consulting.

Laura G. Merrell (BS ’10) is reaching her fifth year as a plastic and reconstructive surgery nurse practitioner at Nationwide Children’s Hospital in Columbus, Ohio. She also has taught advanced medical-surgical nursing courses and serves as an assistant professor at the University of Utah College of Nursing for two years.

Aubin L. Palmer (BS ’13) recently started a life coaching business and uses her nursing skills to support patients with physical, emotional, and intellectual health needs.

IN MEMORIAM

The following life sketches are not vetted and are obtained from online obituaries; they highlight the nursing influence each offered as college alumni.

Past associate dean Dr. Catherine R. Coverton taught BYU nursing courses for 23 years. She focused her research on communicating positive news screening results for cystic fibrosis to families.

Kathryn Glaed Goates (AS ’69), Highland, UT. After graduation, she worked at LDS Hospital for 30 years in the neurologic ICU as a nurse practitioner and surgical nurse. After retiring, she continued to volunteer at the hospital as a surgeon. She and her husband John have six children and 22 grandchildren. Kathryn, 92, died December 2020.

Beverly Alene Huff Phillips (BS ’67), Heber City, UT. She worked as a labor and delivery nurse. She has three children and 10 grandchildren. Alene, 76, died July 2021.

Bonnie Diane Sanford Thomas (AS ’73), Sevier County, UT. After graduation, she worked at LDS Hospital for two years. She then worked as a labor and delivery nurse at LDS Hospital. She later worked many years in southern Utah helping the Navajo people. Linda saw seven stepchildren with husband Charles. Linda, 75, died September 2020.

Joyce Webb Gibson (AS ’75), Hurricane, UT. Joyce worked as a registered nurse for 48 years. She and husband David have eight children and 24 grandchildren. Sheila, 76, died June 2021.

Mary Lea Heiss Peterson Siverset (BS ’56), Murray, UT. After graduation, she began nursing at the Seventh-day Adventist Hospital in Los Angeles, where she staffed her husband because of her religious standards. Later they moved to Utah and worked for Cottonwood Hospital for 15 years. She has three children, 40 grandchildren, and five great-grandchildren. Mary Lee, 88, died May 2021.

Joyce Webb Gibson (AS ’75), Hurricane, UT. Joyce worked as a registered nurse for 48 years. She and husband David have eight children and 24 grandchildren. Sheila, 76, died June 2021.

Shaila Balfour Royal (AS ’65) North Salt Lake, UT. Sheila worked as a registered nurse for 48 years. She and husband David have seven children and 24 grandchildren. Sheila, 76, died June 2021.

Natalie E. Haynes (BS ’17) recently started at Johns Hopkins School of Nursing to earn her DNP. While there, she also is completing a Center for Global Initiatives internship.

Haley K. Williams (BS ’13) recently started at Johns Hopkins School of Nursing to earn her DNP. While there, she also is completing a Center for Global Initiatives internship.

Gregory L. Wood (BS ’13) received the Jacob Dresselhuys MD Customer Service Award from Concord Hospital in October 2021 during Emergency Nurses’ Week.

NORMA LAYWN POTTER MURPHY (BS ’58) was recently honored when her children established several College of Nursing signature scholarships named after her; her aunt Norma Potter (a former BYU nursing professor), and her stepmother Wynona Perkins (also a nurse).

Michelle Bate Kendall (AS ’77) is currently serving as a mission health advisor for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Laie, Hawaii; she and her husband also served a mission assisting with addiction recovery programs. Michelle appreciates her BYU education. She also obtained a bachelor’s degree from Georgia State University in 1983 and an MSN from Bellin College in 2013.

Brenda W. Woodward (AS ’77) is now the home health quality and clinical manager for Sequoia Home Health and Hospice in California.

Rodney L. Fisher (BS ’84) became a certified registered nurse anesthetist (CRNA) and has practiced since 1988. He served in the US Air Force, received a PhD in 2013, and is now the program director for the Midwestern University Nurse Anesthesia Program in Glendale, Arizona. His son Michael L. Fisher (BS ’08) is an orthopaedic surgeon practicing in Ohio.

Diana Rindlishacher (BS’44, BS ’88) became Intermountain Healthcare’s chief nursing officer of community-based care for Utah and Idaho.

Susan S. Anderson (BS’87) is a cardiology registered nurse with Concord Hospital in Concord, New Hampshire. She has also volunteered for 14 years as a camp nurse at a private, one-week summer camp for girls ages 12 to 18.

Haley K. Williams (BS ’13) recently started at Johns Hopkins School of Nursing to earn her DNP. While there, she also is completing a Center for Global Initiatives internship.

Gregory L. Wood (BS ’13) is a hemodialysis charge nurse with Fresenius Medical Care North America in Salt Lake City.

After graduation, she worked at LDS Hospital for two years. In that time, she saw an overwhelming number of people suffering from chronic illness. Taylor saw a connection between stress and chronic illness, as well as meditation and healing. She was among the alumni featured on the college’s podcast’s second season. (Visit the college’s HandoffPodcast.com to find this and other episodes.)

Boasting 75 years as a nurse, Linda worked as a labor and delivery nurse. She has three children and 10 grandchildren. Alene, 76, died July 2021.

Bonnie Diane Sanford Thomas (AS ’73), Sevier County, UT. After graduation, she worked at LDS Hospital for two years. She then worked as a labor and delivery nurse at LDS Hospital. She later worked many years in southern Utah helping the Navajo people. Linda saw seven stepchildren with husband Charles. Linda, 75, died September 2020.

Joyce Webb Gibson (AS ’75), Hurricane, UT. Joyce worked as a registered nurse for 48 years. She and husband David have eight children and 24 grandchildren. Sheila, 76, died June 2021.

Linda A. Harris Mortensen (AS ’74, BS ’82), Pleasant Grove, UT. Linda obtained a master’s degree in nursing and became a nurse practitioner specializing in wound care at North Suburban Hospital. She later worked many years in southern Utah helping the Navajo people. Linda saw seven stepchildren with husband Charles. Linda, 75, died September 2020.

Joyce Webb Gibson (AS ’75), Hurricane, UT. Joyce worked as a registered nurse for 48 years. She and husband David have eight children and 24 grandchildren. Sheila, 76, died June 2021.

Linda Kaye Free Lake (BS ’75), Alpine, UT. She began her nursing career as a registered nurse at LDS Hospital in Salt Lake City in 1975 and retired in 2001. Linda and husband Robert have three children and seven grandchildren. Linda, 78, died October 2021.

Tanga Gunata Taurae (AS ’72, BS ’93), Sandy, UT. After serving as a volunteer firefighter for 35 years, and later as a volunteer at a nursing home in Utah, Tanga and husband Topias have one son, Taga, 64, died December 2020.

Linda May Braffeld Tobor (BS ’92), Orem, UT. Linda verified as a labor and delivery nurse for more than 20 years. She was able to assist in bringing 10 of her own grandchildren into this world. Linda and husband Richard have six children and 26 grandchildren. Linda, 73, died May 2021.

Christina Bohn Rudd (BS ’10) recently completed a master of science degree in occupational therapy as a mental health practitioner with Delve Psychiatry in Las Vegas. Maryann Shipp Lowe (BS ’96) received the Jameson Thistle MD Customer Service Award from Concord Hospital in October 2021 during Emergency Nurses’ Week.

If you are interested in finding this and other episodes, you may be included in the next edition of Healer’s Art.
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As part of the graduate program reunion last November, Morgan Bateman Brock (MS ’16) (front row, third from right) was honored with the 2021 BYU Preceptor of the Year Award from the College of Nursing. Since graduating as a nurse practitioner three and a half years ago, she has precepted seven graduate students. Don’t miss our next graduate program alumni reunion on November 12, 2022.

New Promotions! Advanced Degree? Recently Published? Let your peers across the country know of your success and status. Email nursingspr@byu.edu. Your news may be included in the next edition of Healer’s Art.
Evidence-Based Practice

Using Simulation to Integrate Immunization Education

Daphne Thomas, MSN, RN, CEN, Assistant Teaching Professor

BYU faculty members continue to implement evidence-based practices into lab experiences to improve student education through simulation. Among these innovative faculty members are Dr. Daphne Thomas and Dr. Stacie Hunsaker. These two have incorporated training materials to improve the education of student nurses about vaccinations.

With the world experiencing a pandemic, vaccinations are a polarizing topic, and educators and student nurses alike have been searching for updated resources. The Association for Prevention Teaching and Research and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) have developed new teaching methods and immunization resources. These methods and resources, titled Immunization Resources for Undergraduate Nursing (IRUN), can be found at runursing.org. Educators can implement these methods to effectively teach student nurses about immunization.

Thomas and Hunsaker implemented these new methods of immunization education into their existing coursework and assignments. The new information replaced outdated material with active learning opportunities that simulate educational situations with caregivers. They also added two new simulations, the infant simulation and the adolescent simulation, to the pediatric course. These simulations use scenarios from IRUN (pediatric vaccination/simultaneous administration and adolescent HPV vaccination). A third scenario (adult vaccination) was added to an existing adult simulation.

INFANT SIMULATION

In implementing these simulations, Thomas wanted students to practice appropriate communication and education with caregivers while answering difficult questions. Standardized patients became caregivers; the four-month-old was a manikin. Students were oriented to the scenario by completing a pre-lab case study and by reviewing the recommended vaccine schedule for healthy infants and children.

During the simulation, students verbalized the advantage of combination vaccines in children to a young mother unfamiliar with vaccines. Speaking about the purpose of this step, Thomas said, “We wanted [students] to recognize which antigens are in the selected combination vaccines, then communicate with the mother and address her fears related to the simultaneous administration of vaccines.”

After resolving the mother’s concerns, students prepared the medication aseptically and administered the ordered vaccines. This step in the simulation allowed students to practice infant positioning techniques and to reinforce administration procedures.

ADOLESCENT SIMULATION

For this simulation, students needed to educate an adolescent and their parent about immunization safety and the rationale for recommended immunizations, reinforcing the importance of family-centered care and appropriate communication.

The simulation involved a 12-year-old needing the HPV vaccine. Standardized patients were used for the adolescent and the mother at the bedside. Before students came to the simulation, they could identify conditions frequently perceived as contraindications to vaccines.

Students discussed that while the child was not sexually active, it was still crucial for them to get the vaccine and other recommended immunizations for teens. Thomas added, “The standardized patients added realism to the simulation as students had to discuss and communicate with the parents in that safe environment.”

ADULT SIMULATION

Hunsaker helped develop the IRUN resources. She determined that the influenza vaccine scenario—one of the scenarios available in the program guide—would be appropriate to integrate into an existing simulation scenario. Her students in the medical-surgical semester participated in a simulation of a patient with congestive heart failure preparing for surgery.

After reviewing the standing order, students explained the advantages of offering vaccines to hospitalized patients. They educated the patient and their family members about the influenza vaccine, addressed the patient’s or family’s concerns, and appropriately taught them the importance of vaccines for adults.

Following this exercise, students felt more confident during their clinical experiences, especially when asked to help with immunization or flu clinics on campus and in the community.

After completing the simulations, students met with clinical instructors to focus on the evidence-based practice and the resources they had received from the IRUN and CDC websites.

PRESENTATION

Hunsaker, Laura Daniel, and Eunhea You of BYU, Jennifer Hamborys of the CDC, and Sheryl K. Buckner of the University of Kentucky College of Nursing presented a poster at the American Association of Colleges of Nursing’s Academic Nursing Leadership Conference in Washington, DC, last October. Their poster detailed the results of integrating immunization into the pre-licensure curriculum using simulation scenarios.

Research

Justice Denied: Low Submission Rates of Sexual Assault Kits

Julie L. Valentine, PhD, RN, CNE, SANE-A, FAAN, Associate Professor

As a forensic nurse and sexual assault nurse examiner (SANE), associate dean Dr. Julie Valentine focuses her scholarly work on sexual assault (SA). Her research includes submissions rates of SA kits, specific types of rape victims (e.g., women, men, adolescents, the elderly, etc.), dating apologized SA, and vulnerabilities for SA.

Recently, Valentine reviewed the IRUN and CDC websites. These methods and the resources they had received from the IRUN and CDC websites.
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Research suggests over 40 percent of adult patients evaluated for a sexual assault medical forensic examination (SAMFE) have a history of mental illness and that persons with mental illness are more likely to be victims of sexual assault during their lifetime. Additional patient characteristics may influence the likelihood of an SAMFE being offered or performed.

Valentine and alumna Julia Palmieri (BS ’02, MS ’20) also reviewed the use of trauma-informed care to address SA and intimate partner violence (IPV) in primary care. They found that believing patients is the best practice guideline on how to respond to an SA/IPV disclosure. Primary care providers can acknowledge the pain, burden, and reality of what the patient has been carrying, which is powerful for the survivor and helps them avoid revictimization. Additionally, the provider can reassure the survivor that the abuse was not their fault.

Forensic nursing is a growing profession that requires ongoing research to evaluate and improve practices and policies. Valentine hopes that law enforcement and individuals in forensic nursing will collaborate more. She also encourages mental health advocacy organizations and professional medi-

Julie L. Valentine, PhD, RN, CNE, SANE-A, FAAN, Associate Professor

As for Utah County, this was the first time Valentine and her team studied SA trends. To collect data, Valentine’s team examined 368 random cases from 2010 to 2018: 59 percent of cases stalled at law enforcement. The prosecutors formally investigated another 27 percent.

Another area of Valentine’s research considered what conditions made it more likely to file charges for an SA case. Her study found that charges were more likely to be filed if the victim was strangled: a weapon was involved; there were injuries in a victim’s genital area; the suspect was a person of color; an SA kit was submitted, tested, and sent to law enforcement; and the victim was asleep and awakened to the sexual assault.

Besides studying prosecution rates, Valentine and Miles studied the ability to consent to a sexual assault medical forensic examination (SAMFE) in adult patients with serious mental illness. When an adult patient reports an SA, the patient’s medical provider is often responsible for contacting a SANE, who then determines whether to offer an SA. Valentine and alumna Julia Palmieri (BS ’02, MS ’20) also reviewed the use of trauma-informed care to address SA and intimate partner violence (IPV) in primary care. They found that believing patients is the best practice guideline on how to respond to an SA/IPV disclosure. Primary care providers can acknowledge the pain, burden, and reality of what the patient has been carrying, which is powerful for the survivor and helps them avoid revictimization. Additionally, the provider can reassure the survivor that the abuse was not their fault.

Forensic nursing is a growing profession that requires ongoing research to evaluate and improve practices and policies. Valentine hopes that law enforcement and individuals in forensic nursing will collaborate more. She also encourages mental health advocacy organizations and professional medi-
Organize Your Own Service Project

Nursing Alumni Days of Service

• Any Date/Time
• Any Recipient
• Any Size Project

Plan to give service as part of the College of Nursing’s 70th-anniversary celebration, and involve your family, friends, or neighbors in the project.

Please report your project by emailing nursingevents@byu.edu. Tell us how you helped others on behalf of the college, and include photos if available.

Your service should occur June 1 through August 31, 2022. Stories could be shared during other anniversary events.